DISCOVER ULTIMATE LAUNDRY MANAGEMENT WITH THE GALAXY™ 600 CONTROL.

Huebsch Galaxy, vended laundry’s most innovative control system, brilliantly combines advanced features and intuitive operation to deliver laundromat revenue unlike anything else in the industry.

• Maximize Revenue
• Optimize Efficiency
• Easy to Use
DISCOVER ULTIMATE LAUNDRY MANAGEMENT WITH THE GALAXY™ 600 CONTROL.

Maximize Revenue

• Multi-Level Vend Pricing allows you to charge extra for warm or hot water, resulting in improved profitability.
• Cycle Modifiers offer customers additional options and flexibility for their wash needs while bringing laundromat owners another powerful, revenue-enhancing feature.
• Time-of-Day Pricing enables price variations throughout the day, helping you manage peak laundromat customer usage and compete for new customers.
• 24 Customizable Cycle Selections provide customers with options to optimize vended laundry machine wash results for various loads while creating added revenue opportunities for laundromat owners.

Optimize Efficacy

• 200 G-Force Extraction provides maximum water removal, shorter dry times, lower utility bills and satisfied customers.
• 24 Cycle Combinations optimize washing, giving customers options and ensuring the best possible wash per load type.
• 30 Programmable Water Levels can be adjusted by segment and customer feedback for the most economical water setting, delivering the best wash results at the lowest expense.
• Patented Water Guardian Leak Protection and Slow Drain Detection monitor leaks for both commercial washing machine drain and fill valves, eliminating wasted water and resources while also reducing preventative maintenance.
• Computer Connectivity allows the laundromat owner to communicate and program multiple vended laundry machines quickly and easily from your pc or laptop.
• Payment System Open Architecture allows for easy integration with your aftermarket payment system.

Easy to Use

• Multilingual Operating Instructions increase laundromat customer acceptance and remove the expense of additional language signage.
• Easily Accessible Service-Related Audit Data helps you manage your commercial laundry equipment costs and ensure longevity.
• Service Diagnostic Troubleshooting lets you run factory tests, diagnose problems and quickly understand issues so they can be corrected.
• Computer Connectivity allows you to communicate and program multiple machines quickly and easily from your pc or laptop.